
Reshaping our future.
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Goal To promote and incentivise the use of the Curate ecosystem and reward its participants and holders.

Why?

Ɨ́ ˅ɟ˱́˪ʡɂ ˱ɟǵ˅Ɏ́̿@͝ڂ

In conjunction with the above incentives, Curate will also be sharing the revenue gained from 
the following activities (but not limited to) with XCUR stakers:

Curate will incentivize the use of the Curate ecosystem and provide benefits to XCUR holders through the community rewards allocation:

XCUR tiered staking rewards  |  Bluechip NFT staking rewards  |  Play 2 Earn XCUR rewards  |  Curate Earn XCUR rewards
�̿ɟɟڂġʡ˱ͮʡ˱ʄڂ˱́ڂǍՔHʎǵʡ˱ڂǵ˱ɎڂĖ́ɟ̿ڂɿɟɟڂ˱́ڂ^Ɨ ڂɂʎǵʡ˱ڂ |  Staking Rewards & Pool Cashbacks for NFT & Token bridging on ETH

Current Supply: 8 500 000
Migration bonus: 10% vested & locked until 1 month after migration 
*Users to deposit funds into the Curate app to receive the bonus

Ɨ́ ͮǵˍڂ˪ʡʄ̿ǵͮʡ́˱ڂȻ́˱ͽ͝ڂʡ˱ڂǍHƣżյ 850 000
New Circulating Supply: 9 350 000
New Total Supply: 50 000 000
H́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰڂH́˱ͮ̿́ˍˍɟɎڂƉͽ̵̵ˍΰմ 10 000 000
Max Supply: 60 000 000
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ĩɟڂ@^Ŵԇԅڂɂ́˱ͮ̿ǵɂͮմڂԅΫɎԋԇԍԍԐԎԆԇɿԇԋԉHSԍȻԇ�ɟԏ�ԏԍԉԏ�ԍԍɟɎԎԇԍɂȻԎԎԅH
^żHԇԅڂɂ́˱ͮ̿ǵɂͮڂͽ˱ɂʎǵ˱ʄɟɎ
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żɟ͝ʎǵ ʡ̵˱ ʄ́ڂ ͽ ˱ɂ́ڂɿͽͮͽ̿ɟձ̿ڂ ʡͮ˱ ͽɟɎձ
H́˪˪ͽ˱ʡͮΰڂżɟǵ̿Ɏ͝ 

żԧSհڂSɟΞɟˍ̵́˪ɟ˱ͮ ġǵ̿˅ɟͮʡ˱ʄڂԧ͝ڂ

ǍHƣżڂʡˍ ˪ڂǵڂͽ˱Ɏɟ̿ʄ́ʡ˱ʄڂȻɟ̱ڂ ʡʄ̿ǵͮʡ́˱ڂ
ͮ ˱ڂǵ́ڂ ɟڂɂ́˱ͮ̿ǵɂ ǵɎɎ̿ɟͮ͝͝ڂ

Curate Research & Developments will be funded by the Curate treasury, this allocation 
will allow Curate to ramp up developments and research to remain competitive and 
stay on the edge with the latest and best products for our community. 

Marketing will be ramped up and allow Curate to further extend its reach and capture 
new users. Curate will form strategic marketing partners with high profile individuals 
and Tier A events that provide maximum exposure. 

Current holders will be rewarded with a 10% migration bonus when 
migrating their tokens through the App. 

Trading will continue as normal on Ethereum and Ethereum users will 
not need to do anything.

ǍHƣżڂɿʡΫɟɎڂ
ͮ͝ǵ˅ʡ˱ʄ̿ڂɟǵ̿Ɏ͝
XCUR will be placed 
in a wallet to be 
distributed as staking 
rewards to XCUR stakers, 
funded each month.

Play 2 Earn: Within our 
Curate game ‘XCURSION’ 
we will provide incentives 
and rewards in the form 
of XCUR to our users via 
exploration quests

Hͽ̿ǵͮɟڂ^ǵ̿˱ڂʡ˱ɂɟ˱ͮʡΞɟ͝մ 
Through our deposit and 
earn DeFi app launching 
this year. Curate will 
reward users over and 
above the base APY a 
reward in XCUR. 

@̿ʡɎʄɟڂĩ�Ɨ͝ڂǵ˱ɎڂƗ́ ˅ɟ˱͝ڂ
with Cashbacks
Users of the Curate 
bridge will receive the 
gas fees they spend in 
XCUR up to 100%

ǍHƣż̿ڂ́ͮڂɟǵ̿Ɏڂͽ͝ɟ̿͝ڂ
ʎ̵́́̿ڂΞʡɎɟڂˍʡ̻ͽʡɎʡͮΰմ 
As we expand, 
governance can vote to 
provide liquidity on future 
major DEXs that XCUR 
decides to list on.

Cashbacks in the 
form of XCUR 
Up to 100% of the 
minting cost of NFTs on 
the Curate app and 
future decentralised 
minting portal. 

Ɨ̿ǵɎʡ˱ʄ̿ڂɟǵ̿Ɏ͝
Provided in the form of 
Cashbacks to users in 
XCUR.

XCUR Rebates
To be added to the 
Staking pool as 
rewards for those 
staking XCUR in app

ĩ�ƗڂĖʡͮ͝ڂԧڂƉͮǵ˅ɟմڂ
Will allow users to earn on their listed 
NFTs, Blue chip NFTs within the top 
100 on Rarity tools will be eligible to 
earn an APY in XCUR for listing the 
NFT on the Curate marketplace up 
to 10% higher than the floor price.
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Hʡ̿ɂͽˍǵͮʡ˱ʄڂƉͽ̵̵ˍΰ́̿�ڂ ͮʎ́ڂ Ξɟ ͮ̿ڂ ʡ˪ɟ֡ *Circulating may be lower than above
*Unused Team vested tokens will be burnt or added to staking pool
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